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Our mission is to provide an avenue for dancers to
cultivate artistic growth, research possibilities
through movement and composition, and connect with
the community through performance and education.
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Jodie Randolph is a choreographer and dance
educator based in Ann Arbor, Michigan. She
is a recent graduate of Jacksonville University

where she received her MFA in Choreography.
Jodie has studied under many notable artists
including Frank Chavez (River North Dance
Chicago,) Pilobolus, Alonzo King (LINES
Ballet), and Marianela Boan (National
Contemporary Dance Company of the
Dominican Republic).

Jodie currently serves as an adjunct lecturer
of dance at Eastern Michigan University and
teaches master classes throughout the
country. She has taught for many companies,
colleges, conventions, and festivals including
Platinum Dance Experience, Versatile Dance
Company, Michigan Dance Project, Detroit
Dance City Festival, Brighton Dance Festival,
Wayne State University, and Escuela
Nacionale de Danza (Santo Domingo). Her
students have gone on to study at The
Juilliard School, Marymount of Manhattan,
Indiana University, University of Michigan,
Western Michigan University, and Eastern
Michigan University.

Jodie has presented work at numerous
venues across the United States
and Caribbean including Hudson Guild
Theatre (NYC), Huntington Avenue Theatre
(Boston), Boll Theatre (Detroit), Palacio de
Bellas Artes (Santon Domingo), among
others. Jodie's choreography has been
commissioned for Brighton Dance Festival,
Dance Masters of Michigan, Eastern Michigan
University, Oakland University, and ENDANZA,
as well as multiple dance schools in the
region. Her work has been presented at
Biomorphic Dance Festival (NYC), Boston
Contemporary Dance Festival (MA), Brighton
Dance Festival (MI), Detroit Dance City Festival
(MI), Detroit Dance Race (MI), Michigan Dance
Festival (MI), Oakland Dance Festival (MI), and
EDANCO (Dominican Republic).

As the Director of Jodie Randolph Dance
(formerly Pure Existence), Jodie aims to make
professional dance accessible for audiences
and artists in the Ann Arbor and Metro Detroit
areas. Her vision is for a thriving professional
dance community to take root allowing our
extremely talented natives to make a home for
themselves in MI while pursuing their artistic
path.

ABOUT
Jodie Randolph Dance is a professional contemporary dance company based in Ann Arbor, MI under
the direction of choreographer Jodie Randolph. Known for its distinct contemporary vocabulary, JRD
consistently creates inspiring and diverse works grounded in authenticity, athleticism, and technical
virtue. Comprised of highly-trained professional dancers, the company presents full length
productions both locally and nationally. An engagement in the Dominican Republic marked JRD's first
international performance in 2018. JRD offers seminars, workshops, master classes, intensives,
residencies, open rehearsals, pre/post performance discussions and a growing list of community
outreach programs. As one of Michigan's leading contemporary dance companies, JRD is committed
to providing an authentic experience both in the studio and on the stage.

The company produced four repertory concerts from 2014 until 2017. JRD's first evening length work
premiered in 2016, a structured improvisational performance titled a{wake}. Since then, JRD
continues to tour and perform improvisational works in non-conventional and site specific spaces.

In

2019, JRD presented it’s second evening length concert, Two Twelve, which is a continuation of
Jodie Randolph’s MFA thesis titled Paralleled Dissonance which previewed in 2018.

By bringing dance to Ann Arbor and the greater Metro-Detroit area through performance and
education, JRD has repeatedly found unique ways to increase accessibility to the art of dance and
employ dance artists. As part of our mission, JRD aims to help the community connect with dance
through workshops, performances, and collaborations.
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PRESS
"Jodie Randolph’s “Two Twelve” stood out for its
echoes of contact improvisation and capoeira, each
move perfectly calibrated to Andrew Harness’s “Found
Sounds” percussion score." - Karen Campbell, The
Boston Globe

"Jodie Randolph of Ann Arbor, MI holds nothing back in
“Two Twelve,” a hard-hitting, powerhouse trio danced
by Christina Perry, KP Pollack and Megan
Scheppelman. As they pounded on a flimsy folding
table, I envisioned the rat race of women in a board
room, the three tumbling over, under, and around their
rattling prop." - Lauren Warnecke, Art Intercepts
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DANCERS

MEGAN SCHEPPELMAN
Megan has been dancing with Jodie Randolph Dance since its
premiere in 2012 and serves as the Artistic Director of the preprofessional company, Young Dancers Initiative (YDI) since
2016. She has choreographed for many young artists in Michigan
including YDI, Dance Xplosion and Ann Arbor Dance Classics. Her
work has been presented at RADFest in Kalamazoo and American
College Dance Association among others. Megan graduated in 2016
summa cum laude from Eastern Michigan University earning her BS in
Studio Management. Throughout her college years, Megan performed
and trained under many notable choreographers including Wendi
Dubois, Holly Hobbs, Jillian Hopper, Sherry Jerome-Wilkinson, Thayer
Jonutz, Kathy King, Erik Abbott-Main, Travis Staton-Marrero, Joanna
Mcnamara, Jodie Randolph, and Ali Woerner. Megan has performed
numerous works at ACDA and presented works there in 2015 &
2016.
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CLAIRE LITTLE
Claire holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Dance Performance from
Oakland University where she studied under Thayer Jonutz,
Gregory Patterson, Stephanie Pizzo, Ali Woerner, Jennifer
Harge, and Christina Tasco. There, she had the opportunity to
perform in works by Shaun Boyle, Lauren Edson, Teresa Muller,
Rebecca McLindon Blanchard, Jodie Randolph, Liz Riga, Vivian
Costello, Kristi Faulkner, and collaborative work with
Eisenhower Dance Ensemble. In March 2018, her piece Unwind
was selected to perform in the adjudicated concert at the
American Collegiate Dance Association Festival at Ohio
University. She joined Jodie Randolph Dance as an apprentice
in 2016 and was promoted to company member in 2018.
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SAM ASSEMANY
Sam holds a BFA in Dance from Western Michigan University.
There, she performed in works by Carolyn Pavlik, Jackie
Nowicki, Peter Chu, and Ohad Naharin. She had the
opportunity to travel to Montreal, CA, where she worked closely
with O Vertigo, Ballet Jazz de Montreal, Edgar Zendejas, and
Ecole de Danse de Contemporaire. Since moving to NYC in
2015, she has worked with Mike Esperanza, Jenn Rose, Shawn
Bible Dance Co., Of Bones || Hollye Bynum, Dugal Dance, and
Eimile Davis. Sam is currently dancing for Jolt Dance Project,
LooseKanonDance, NOW Dance Project, and Jodie Randolph
Dance.
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CHRISTINA PERRY
Christina has been dancing since 1997 under Betsy Carr,
Marjorie Randazzo, and Melissa Ray at Dance Arts Academy in
Traverse City, MI. She earned a Bachelors of Fine Arts Degree
in Dance Performance at Butler University's prestigious Jordan
College of the Arts in Indianapolis, IN. Christina has danced
professionally with 3 Chicago based companies. Nomi Dance,
South Chicago Dance Theatre, and Ballet 5:8. Christina has
appeared numerous times as a guest artist for various
companies and ballets. Christina has attended many summer
intensives and had the honor of touring Europe on a full
scholarship with Company Dance Traverse for the Tanzommer
Festival performing in Austria, Germany, and Italy.

KP POLLOCK
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KP started her Dance training in Waterford Michigan in 1992.
Her early training consisted of Cecchetti (graduate through
grade 5), pointe, jazz, tap, acro dance, modern and hip hop.
She continued her dance training in college at Western
Michigan University and graduating with a BFA in Dance in
December 2013. Throughout her university experience, she had
many opportunities to work with professional artists and perform
professional works. Outside of her university training, she has
attended summer programs and dance festivals in the
surrounding area. Following graduation she moved to New York
City and performed professionally with Shawn Bible Dance
Company, artistic director Shawn T Bible (dancer), BOM
DIGGS, artistic director Bonnie O’Rourke (dancer), Smashworks
Dance Collective (dancer) and DoubleTakeDance Co. (dancer).
She also performed in various freelance dance projects
throughout NYC. KP recently moved back to Kalamazoo and
plans to attend graduate school, and start her own small dance
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company that will perform locally.
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SITE SPECIFIC

JRD can perform in unconventional and site specific spaces. These performances are based in improvisation
techniques and are designed to be tailored to your organizations needs. Performance can be held outdoors or
indoors.

Length: Tailored to any length up to 90 minutes or in interval performances
Number of Dancers: 2-5
Direction: Jodie Randolph in collaboration with the performers

Recent Installations: Cleary Museum of Art (Howell, MI), Columbus Arts Festival (Columbus, OH), Ann Arbor Art
Fair (Ann Arbor, MI), Liberty Plaza ( Ann Arbor, MI)
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TWO TWELVE

PREVIEWED SPRING 2019

Two Twelve questions the undeniable tensions in our world through the subject of interpersonal conflict.
Innate opposition becomes the source of investigation, offering a deep reflection of the polarity within
ourselves. Our complicated need for human connection is countered by the wars that ensue between
nations, between people, and ultimately within. A contrast between the individual versus the collective, this
work explores themes of dependence, individuality, and manipulation set in motion by a series of reactions
that reach for a tipping point and question the boundary between self and other.

Length: 60 minutes without intermission
Number of Dancers: 5 for full show (excerpts between 2 - 5 dancers)
Premiere: May 3&4, 2018 | Detroit, MI
Choreographed and Directed by: Jodie Randolph in collaboration with the artists
Original Cast: Sam Assemany, Claire Little, Christina Perry, Kaitlyn Pollock, Megan Scheppelman

Lighting Design: Seth Amadei

WATCH TRAILER
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2019 PERFORMANCES
SITE SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE
Ann Arbor, MI
July 29, 2019 | Ann Arbor Art Fair
Fountain Stage | 2PM

SITE SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE
Brighton, MI
August 7, 2019 | Brighton Dance
Festival
Michelle's Academy of Dance | 1:15PM

SITE SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE
Ann Arbor, MI
August 28 & 29, 2018 | shape //
matter
Liberty Plaza | 8PM

TWO TWELVE (EXCERPTS)
Boston, MA
August 25, 2019 | Boston
Contemporary Dance Festival
Huntington Theatre | 7:30PM

TWO TWELVE (EXCERPTS)
Minneapolis, MN
September 6, 2019 | Arts Midwest
Minneapolis Convention Center |
9:30PM

TWO TWELVE (EXCERPTS)
New York, NY
October 11, 2019 | DUMBO Dance
Festival
Gelsey Kirkland Arts Center | 7PM

TWO TWELVE (EXCERPTS)
Hillsdale, MI
December 7, 2019 | Hillsdale College
Markel Auditorium | 8PM
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EDUCATION AND
OUTREACH

Workshop can be tailored to any age or skill level. Contact us to
get more information or to set up a session with your
organization at joey@jodierandolphdance.org

Master Classes

Creative Residency

JRD professional dancers and directors are

Jodie Randolph accepts commissions to set

qualified educators and are available to

her choreography on professional

teach jazz, modern, contemporary, ballet,

companies, colleges, and pre-professional

improvisation, and choreography classes.

dance programs.

Classes may be conducted in a series or as
a single class.

Improvisation Lab

Disconnect to Reconnect
JRD roots itself in partner and interactive
group work based in movement

This workshop begins with a movement

improvisation. We value the relationships

research facilitation for those with a basic to

formed through our professional company of

working level of improvisation principles.

dancers and see social connection as a way

Students will be guided by JRD professional

of bringing purpose and joy to our lives.

dancers in a series of exercises to stimulate

Therefore, we want to share these ideas

creative research while discovering

with the community. We know how easy it is

tendencies and researching new and

to disconnect from reality through our virtual

innovative ways to move.

worlds. With an increase in social isolation
as technology progresses, it is inevitably

Creation Lab
This workshop can be structured as a three
hour workshop or a weeklong residency.

more difficult to generate meaningful
relationships. Using movement as our
medium, these workshops are designed to
cultivate social connectivity, group
interdependence, and team building.

JRD dancers take participants through a
series of basic compositional exercises

will work with improvisation as a means for

School Assemblies

movement development. Theme and

JRD offers mini performances and lecture

variation are discussed as well as other

demonstrations that expose students to

useful tools for the emerging choreographer.

dance composition, improvisation, and

based in time, space, and energy. Students

performance.
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CONTACT
Jodie Randolph Artistic Director
jodie@jodierandolphdance.org

Megan Scheppelman Education Director
megan@youngdancersinitiative.org

Joey Mattar Executive Assistant
joey@jodierandolphdance.org

Kathy King Publicist
kathy@jodierandolphdance.org

@jodierandolphdance
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